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when you navigate to "marketplace", select "sensors" and click "flash9". the firmware can be restored by simply
tapping the start button of the flash download tools program. the program will use the esp wi-fi card hardware to

measure the esp module flash size and firmware version. once the firmware size is known, the rest of the firmware
flashing procedure will be executed by the flash download tools program. the size of the firmware flash file to be
used is 1024 kb + 1024 kb. similarly, the 1.7.0 firmware size is 1024 kb + 1024 kb. the firmware for the 1.1 was

only 1024 kb which was bigger than the recommended 1024 kb. i've tested the bq values of 0.45v, 0.35v and
0.3v. my battery drain was around 0.1% with 0.45v, although it was not the optimal 0.35v. the output for 0.3v was

much lower. i would say that this is what i am currently using. battery drain is no longer a problem with the
esp8266. firmware flashing will now take much longer than when using the esp module with my wifiboot wifi. if it

is the case where the serial monitor displays the "-" when you type at commands then the firmware flashed is
probably incompatible with the specific esp-01 model that you have. in that case, download the correct firmware.
another reason of getting "-" response might be that your serial monitor has not picked up the esp serial port. my
earlier mobidoo setup did not have the bluetooth connection. i connected my esp module to the serial port and it
all worked out. after that was done i started the procedure again with all updated firmware files. i was successful
in flashing the firmware. note: the firmware version was "1.7.0". you can change the serial port again in the flash
download tools program and follow the instructions given to change the serial port. in that case make sure you

connect the serial port before the default serial port.
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